
“New Wave’s Modified and Minimal Contact Rules”  
5 vs 5 Fall Ball 

 
Below are the “New Wave Modified and Minimal Contact Rules” that we will be using for our 5 vs 5 Fall 
Ball. Depending on how things go with our comfort level over the next few weeks, we may bump back up 
to 7 vs  7.  (Our younger youth players will go 4 vs 4 because they have lower #.) This new system has 
been put into place to keep our players/coaches/officials as safe as possible while maintaining the 
integrity of the game the best we can during these times.  A New Wave Director and Coaches will be on 
site every week to watch over the games and make adjustments to this new system throughout the fall if 
needed.  
 

● We will be using a “pod system” for this league.  Players will be assigned to a pod based on their 
age/grade and will train/play with those same players each week.  (See schedule/rosters for your 
pod placement.)  This will help minimize the # of people a player will come in contact with 
throughout the league.  

 
● Pre-game: Warmup/training drills will not involve any players in close contact with one another. 

Coaches will not have any “team huddles.”  Players will be able make a half  circle around their 
Coach while maintaining good distancing.  

 
● Faceoff: We will have (2) Faceoffs/game.  1 to start the game and 1 to start the 2nd half.  After a 

goal is scored, the team that got scored on will start with the ball on their end line to restart play. 
(Like Basketball.)  This will help minimize the close contact and ground ball situations that come 
from facing off after every goal. 

 
● Ground ball situations:  All ground balls must be a “1 vs 1 situation”.  2 players from the same 

team cannot go after a ground ball.  If more than one player from a team goes after the ground 
ball, the ref will blow the whistle and the other team will receive the ball.  Again, this will minimize 
the amount of contact players will have in ground ball situations.  

 
● Hitting and contact: Only minimal body contact is allowed during game play. No big hits or take 

out checks are allowed.  Offensive players will only be allowed a minimal amount of “leaning” into 
a Defensive player.  Defenders will also only be allowed a minimum amount of time using “even 
pressure” into an Offensive player. (Approx. 1-2 seconds.)  The referee will make a judgement 
call on this and will let a player know (give him a warning) if he is doing this too much or for too 
long.  This will be at the referees discretion and he may call plays dead if needed. 

 
● Post game: There will be no post game handshake or high fives. Players can say “Good game” 

and wave/salute from a distance, but there will be no traditional handshake line. Hand sanitizer 
will be available at the scoretable for any players that want it after or during the game.  

 
● All other safety rules on our “Covid 19 Safety Precautions for Fall Leagues” document (Listed on 

the Fall League webpage and attached to the League Welcome email.) will be followed and 
enforced.  
 

 


